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George Washington’s Birthday Bash!
Please join us on Sunday, February 8, for a very special celebration of the
birthday of our country’s first president. Noted historian Arthur Lefkowitz,
author of five award-winning books about the American Revolution, including
George Washington’s Indispensable Men: The 32 Aides-de-Camp Who Helped
Win American Independence, will present a color slide presentation of 18thcentury artistry in the form of studio-executed history paintings, portraits, illustrations, and rapidly executed drawings done in the field. Included in the presentation are portraits of George Washington, painted from life, illustrating the
minor changes in the uniforms he wore as commander-in-chief of the Continental Army. Understanding these uniform alterations makes it possible to date
when a Washington portrait was painted.
Our meeting begins at 1 p.m. at Pheasant’s Landing Restaurant, 311 Amwell
Rd., Hillsborough. Invitations have been sent out, and you are urged to RVSP
today, if you haven’t done so already.

The Elm Farm at Rutgers Prep
By Timothy Cohen
(Our September 2014 board meeting was held at Rutgers Prep in Somerset, after which we had a
tour of Elm Farm. Here is an in-depth piece on the history of this wonderful property, written by a faculty
member.)
The story of Franklin Township’s Elm Farm begins with the Van Wickles, a family of prosperous
Dutch farmers. In about 1722, Symen Van Wickle built a house on the Raritan River three and a half miles
from New Brunswick, next to an important ford that connected Middlebush and Piscataway. (The house, an
excellent example of New Jersey Dutch architecture, has survived and is currently maintained by the Meadows Foundation.)
In 1752, Symen’s son Evert married Cornelia Lupardus of Middlesex County. Evert and Cornelia’s
wedded bliss was short-lived, however, as they both died on March 3, 1757, leaving behind a two-year-old
daughter, Anna. In 1772, Anna married Abraham Beach, a Yale-educated Episcopal minister from Connecticut. Beach was at the start of a remarkable career that would eventually see him become one of the pillars of
the Episcopal community in New Jersey and New York. He and Anna settled down on her family’s estate,
only a few hundred yards from her grandfather Symen’s old homestead, in a house that would eventually
become known as “Elm Farm.”
Elm Farm’s exact age is difficult to determine conclusively. Family tradition among the Van Wickles
and their descendants held that Anna’s father Evert had built a small house on the property as early as 1752,
(Continued on page 3)
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but there is some doubt about that.
Architectural historian Ursula Brecknell, who investigated the oldest surviving parts of Elm Farm in the 1980s,
observed that its masonry construction
and two-story design would have been
highly unusual choices for Dutch
builders of the 1750s, and suggested
that Beach himself may have built the
house, in a more typically English
style, in the 1770s. In any case, the
section of the house closest to the Raritan is by far the oldest, and certainly
dates back to the 18th century.
Reverend Beach made quite a splash
in his new home, becoming Rector of
Christ’s Church in New Brunswick
and one of the founders of Queens College Grammar School, which would eventually become Rutgers
Preparatory School. This institution, nonsectarian and inclusive, was established partly to bridge the
linguistic and religious divides between central New Jersey’s Dutch- and English-speaking communities. Due to Beach’s energy, wisdom, and tolerance, both his congregation and the school enjoyed considerable success.
The American Revolution brought turmoil to New Jersey, and to Elm Farm. For a few agonizing months in the winter of 1777, as the Continental Army skirmished with the British garrison occupying New Brunswick, the house was in a virtual no-man’s-land between the two forces. Beach wrote to a
colleague that February,
My present condition is truly distressing, being situated about a quarter of
a mile beyond the picket guard of the King’s Troops. Parties of Washington’s army are every day lurking about me. A few days ago, they drove
off my cattle, horses, and sheep; and since I sat down to write this letter, I
have been interrupted by about 50 of them surrounding my house and firing upon the out-sentries of the Hessians.
After the war, Beach’s professional duties drew him to New York City, but he and his family
continued to use Elm Farm as their summer residence. The house was dramatically expanded in about
1810, with a large gambrel-roofed addition becoming the central element (it still dominates the building
today). A slave house was also built on the canal bank nearby.
Beach’s attitude toward slavery was representative of many men of conscience in his time. He
kept slaves on his farm, but was far from enthusiastic about supporting the institution. His grandson
later wrote,
He was, to the extent of his means, a practical abolitionist, or rather
emancipationist. The negroes in the neighbourhood of his farm were all
anxious to have him for their master, and his course was, when he bought
one…to keep an exact count of his labour, allowing him the wages which
a free man would earn, and whenever the money advanced for the purchase was repaid, he manumitted him.
Abraham Beach died in 1828, twenty years after his wife Anne. Elm Farm passed to their widowed daughter Harriet, then to her niece, Julia Beach Lawrence, who married Thomas Lawrence Wells.
Thomas left the estate to his son Lawrence. Lawrence’s daughter Julia, who died in 1954, was the last
private resident of Elm Farm.
The Wells family owned a storage company and real estate in New York City, and they applied
their considerable wealth to renovating and expanding Elm Farm. They added several rooms to the
main house (building on the west end away from the river), as well as a carriage house and a pair of
massive cedar gates at the entrance to the driveway. Though the construction of the Delaware and Raritan Canal and Easton Avenue put Elm Farm into closer touch with the outside world, it still kept its
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rural charm. The Wells family used it mainly as a summer residence.
Under Lawrence Wells and his daughter Julia, Elm Farm enjoyed its heyday. The simple 18th-century
farmhouse had grown into a sprawling 22-room mansion that included Dutch Colonial, Georgian, Federal,
Greek Revival, and Victorian styles. The family lived in high style. They kept thirteen servants (“All the help
in the house was Irish—right from the boat,” their chauffer’s daughter recalled many years later). The servants
lived in the Carriage House, occasionally holding dances in its loft. Lawrence Wells owned one of the first
automobiles in New Brunswick, and his daughter kept two limousines (a Lincoln and a Rolls Royce) as well
as a Hudson touring car. Each spring, the family summoned small armies of landscapers to mow the lawns and
tend the many specimen trees and shrubs in the gardens that lined the bank of the canal. In summer, the
estate’s meadows blazed with wildflowers, which Julia sometimes invited local children to come and pick.
When Julia died in 1954, the house passed to her cousin Lily Wells Rutledge, who lived in South Carolina. In 1958, she sold Elm Farm and its 35 acres of grounds to Rutgers Preparatory School for $137,500. It
was a perfect opportunity for Rutgers Prep, which had just formally separated from Rutgers University and
was eager to leave its old campus in New Brunswick. By moving into the home of its founder, Abraham
Beach, the school was returning to its roots.
Since 1958, Elm Farm has been the center of Rutgers Prep’s campus. The Headmaster’s office
occupies the space where Beach and his family once slept, while the grounds where continental soldiers once
traded shots with Hessian jaegers now ring with the shouts of kindergarteners at play. If one knows where to
look, there are still plenty of traces of the old house and its history to be seen. In the basement, for example,
the massive stone foundations still stand, along with the original storage rooms and kitchen hearth. On the
main level, the 19th-century fireplaces have been preserved along with many of the original 18th-century
floorboards. The view from the front porch has certainly changed, but much of the original woodland behind
the house remains, and its lawns still slope gently down to the Raritan. After two and a half centuries, Elm
Farm is still going strong.
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Quoted in Frank Sperduto, A History of Rutgers Preparatory School (Somerset, NJ: Rutgers Preparatory School, 1967), 18–19.
Letter from William Beach Lawrence, in William B. Sprague, Annals of the American Pulpit vol. 5 (New York: Robert Carter &
Brothers, 1861), 265.
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Dot Belser, unpublished letter in the Rutgers Preparatory School archives, n.d.
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Historic Morven
By Donald Johnstone Peck
One of the most captivating stories of the American Revolution told in the celebrated town of Princeton, New Jersey concerns the Stocktons, Princeton’s most legendary American Revolutionary family.
Historic Morven, an imposing Georgian house in the center of Princeton, was the home of Richard Stockton III, signer of the Declaration of Independence, and his wife Annis Boudinot Stockton, who named the
house after a mythical Gaelic kingdom. It stands on land purchased in October 1701 by his greatgrandfather, Richard Stockton, called “The Settler,” or “First Immigrant,” from William Penn, a Proprietor
of West Jersey. The west wing, the earliest surviving section of the house, was built in 1758. Five successive generations of the Stockton family lived here.
Annis Boudinot Stockton was the sister of Elias Boudinot IV,
President of the Continental Congress, who resided at Morven, the
first White House of the United States, during their Princeton session in 1783. Between June and November of that year, Princeton
Borough was the de facto national capital. Annis was an ardent
patriot, poet and friend of George Washington. Her poem
“Addressed to General George Washington, in 1777, after the
Battles of Trenton and Princeton,” invokes a tone of mythic prophecy still common in military tributes today.

(Continued on p. 5)
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The Stocktons socialized with prominent families of the immediate area including the Burrs, whose son
Aaron Burr, Jr., would become Vice President of the United States, and William Franklin, Royal Governor of
New Jersey. In 1768 William Franklin appointed Richard Stockton to the Governor’s Council and in 1774
named him to New Jersey’s Provincial Supreme Court. A moderate, he would ultimately opt for separation
and be selected as a delegate to the Continental Congress and signer of the Declaration of Independence.
The New Jersey legislators convened in Princeton in Nassau Hall, on August 30, 1776 to select a chief
executive. Two names came quickly to mind: Richard Stockton of Princeton and William Livingston of
Elizabeth. Stockton seemed the ideal choice. Scion of a notable New Jersey family, he was a distinguished
lawyer and fervently liberal. The vote split on the first ballot, but later in the day the legislators chose Livingston as wartime governor.
As social leaders of Princeton, the Stocktons’ home was a center for activity for the College of New
Jersey, (it later became Princeton University). Of the first six College of New Jersey graduates in 1748, five
became Presbyterian ministers. The sixth, Richard Stockton, became a lawyer. In 1762 Stockton headed up a
group of townspeople who helped build the First Presbyterian Church (later to become the Nassau Presbyterian Church).
After the British invasion of New Jersey on November 20, 1776, passing through Princeton on November
29 chasing George Washington and his retreating troops across New Jersey, the Stocktons reluctantly fled to
Monmouth County. There in early December Richard Stockton was taken prisoner, handed over to the
British in Perth Amboy and confined in the old Middlesex County Jail. Later kept in confinement in the
Provost Prison in New York, he suffered brutal treatment in poor conditions there. He was later released,
with his health ruined, after accepting a pardon from British Commander General Sir William Howe. Stockton gave his “word of honour that he would not meddle in the least in American affairs during the war.”
Richard Stockton thus became the only signer to recant his stance.
(Our next board meeting will be at Historic Morven, 55 Stockton St., Princeton, beginning at 10 a.m. on
Saturday, March 21. All RMHA members and member sites are cordially invited. RSVP to Christine Retz,
732-748-7657.)

New Jersey Bookshelf
Cranbury: A New Jersey Town from the Colonial Era to the Present
By John Whiteclay Chambers II

One of the oldest towns in New Jersey, Cranbury has a long and noteworthy history that is in part
distinctive and in part broadly representative of larger themes in the development of the state and the
nation. In this beautifully illustrated book, sponsored by Cranbury Landmarks, Inc., historian John Whiteclay Chambers II links the narrative of this remarkable place to contemporary debates about suburbanization and land-use planning.
Founded in 1697 and soon featuring an inn, a gristmill, and a church, the village prospered due to its
strategic location on important transportation routes between New York and Philadelphia and its fertile,
productive farmland. David Brainerd, a famous and controversial young missionary, came there to preach
to the Lenape Indians. In 1778, George Washington and his army stayed there en route to the Battle of
Monmouth. In the nineteenth century, roadways, railroads, and turnpikes spurred the town’s commerce and
agriculture. Yet unlike many old agricultural centers transformed by suburbanization in the twentieth century, Cranbury has retained its picturesque, small-town image and much of its charm.
Cranbury has the feel of a well-preserved nineteenth-century village, remarkable for its intact and
cohesive domestic and commercial architecture—a status recognized when it was placed on the State
and National Registers of Historic Places. In the last several decades, an active citizenry has innovatively
linked the historic preservation of the town center with the maintenance of adjoining farmland, stream corridors, and wildlife habitats. How Cranbury preserved much of its character while accommodating economic
growth provides a central theme in this book. Preserving the best of the past while astutely meeting the
challenges of the present, Cranbury’s history offers an inspiration for active civic participation, a model for
enlightened development, and an engaging American story.
Readers may purchase the book at Barnes & Noble and Amazon.com
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Prohibition Gangsters: The Rise and Fall
of a Bad Generation
By Marc Mappen

Master storyteller Marc Mappen applies a generational perspective to the gangsters of the Prohibition
era—men born in the quarter-century span from 1880 to 1905—who came to power with the Eighteenth
Amendment.
On January 16, 1920, the Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution went into effect in the United
States, “outlawing the manufacture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors.” A group of young
criminals from immigrant backgrounds in cities around the nation stepped forward to disobey the law of
the land in order to provide alcohol to thirsty Americans.
Today the names of these young men—Al Capone, Lucky Luciano, Dutch Schultz, Legs Diamond,
Nucky Johnson—are more familiar than ever, thanks in part to such cable programs as Boardwalk
Empire. Here, Mappen strips way the many myths and legends from television and movies to describe the lives these gangsters lived and the battles
they fought. Placing their criminal activities within the context of the issues
facing the nation, from the Great Depression, government crackdowns, and
politics to sexual morality, immigration, and ethnicity, he also recounts
what befell this villainous group as the decades unwound.
Making use of FBI and other government files, trial transcripts, and the
latest scholarship, the book provides a lively narrative of shootouts, car
chases, courtroom clashes, wire tapping, and rub-outs in the roaring 1920s,
the Depression of the 1930s, and beyond. Mappen asserts that Prohibition
changed organized crime in America. Although their activities were mercenary and violent, and they often sought to kill one another, the Prohibition
generation built partnerships, assigned territories, and negotiated treaties,
however short-lived. They were able to transform the loosely associated
gangs of the pre-Prohibition era into sophisticated, complex syndicates. In
doing so, they inspired an enduring icon—the gangster—in American popular culture and demonstrated the nation’s ideals of innovation and initiative.
256 pages, 16 illustrations, 6x9. Available from Rutgers University Press, 106 Somerset Street (3rd
Floor), New Brunswick, NJ 08901; www.rutgerspress.rutgers.edu; 848-445-7762; and Amazon and
Barnes & Noble.
Did You Know That . . . ?
The most unique geographical feature of the lower
Raritan River is an oxbow located three miles inland and
known as “the Roundabout.” A constant flow of schooners and barges transported shipments of bricks from the
docks here and along the South River and Washington
Canal. Steamboats, such as the New Brunswick,
transported people along the Raritan, too, making daily
trips between New Brunswick and New York City.
(From Along the Raritan River: South Amboy to New
Brunswick, by Jason J. Slesinski, who credits the Sayreville Historical Society for this information.)
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Calendar of Central New Jersey Events
Through March -- Somerset County
Through March, private candlelight tours of the historic Wallace House and Old Dutch Parsonage are
available Wednesday through Saturday evenings. Tours are by reservation, for private groups only (i.e.,
Scouts, church or community groups, social clubs, or groups of friends and family). Tours are conducted
with authentically dressed interpreters in period clothing and end with light refreshments and live music.
Starting times are negotiable but usually begin between 6 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. The program lasts approximately 90 minutes. Minimum: Ten participants. $10 per person. Two weeks advance reservations are
recommended.
The Wallace House and Old Dutch Parsonage Historic Sites, 71 Somerset Street, Somerville, NJ 08876.
Advance contact for events: Jim Kurzenberger: Phone: 908-725-1015; Email: whouse3@verizon.net.
Parking for events: 71 Somerset Street, Somerville (lot across from Circle Floors.)
About the sites: http://www.state.nj.us/dep/parksandforests/historic/olddutch-wallace/odwh-home.htm -State of New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Reserve by March 14 - Middlesex County
The Metlar-Bodine House Museum Hosts Its 24th Annual Benefit Dinner Auction -- On March
28th, 2014, The Fellowship for Metlar House hosts its 24th Annual Dinner Auction to benefit the
Metlar-Bodine House Museum. This annual event is a major fund raiser and will be held at The Fireside Room, Busch Dining Hall, Rutgers University Busch Campus, 608 Bartholomew Road, Piscataway. Tickets are $90 per person and must be reserved by March 14th.
Doors open at 5:00 p.m. for an hour-long reception accompanied by hors d'oeuvres and a pasta station.
An open wine & beer bar is offered throughout the event. The fast-paced evening of fun begins at 6:00 p.m.
and, in addition to the live auction, includes a silent auction.
During the live auction, presided over by a certified auctioneer, guests will have the opportunity to bid on
items such as meals at popular area restaurants, theater and movie tickets, antiques, collectibles, gift certificates from area merchants, vacation packages, fine art, jewelry and much more. Live music complementing
the evening's festivities will be provided by the New Brunswick Jazz Project which, since 2010, has been
making Central New Jersey a destination for great jazz. NBJP brings renowned veteran musicians and
emerging talent to local venues. To expand the scope and success of the event prior to the auction, updates
on items will be posted on the museum's Facebook site at: www.facebook.com/
MetlarBodineHouseMuseum.
Fundraisers, like the annual benefit dinner auction, have helped the museum in its recovery after the
2003 fire. The new entrance to the building was finished in June, bringing us closer to the re-opening of the
museum to the general public. The proceeds from the auction enable the Fellowship to carry out its mission
of preserving this State and National Registered Historic Site and one of the State's best examples of a New
Jersey Vernacular-style farmhouse. The house is the oldest surviving structure from Raritan Landing, the
bustling colonial trading village that was an important 17th– and 18th-century port on the Raritan River.
For information and tickets, visit the museum's website at www.metlarbodinehousemuseum.org or call
732-463-8363.
Sunday, May 31 -- Middlesex County to Host History Fair
We are pleased to announce that the Middlesex County Cultural and Heritage Commission will hold its
first annual history fair on Sunday, May 31, 2015, from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at East Jersey Olde
Towne Village, located in Johnson Park in Piscataway. This event will feature a variety of living history
demonstrations including blacksmithing, furniture making, chair caning, decorative arts, and more.
Additionally, we are inviting all of the historical societies and museums based in Middlesex County, but
societies from other Central Jersey counties are welcome.
We will have 8' x 2.5' tables available for any attending group to use for displays and literature. Our goal
for this event will be to raise awareness of history on both the town and county level.
We look forward to your response and hope that you will join us.
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